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Crisis on Infinite EarthsMarv Wolfman 2000 A reprint
of the original twelve-issue
series that brought together
all of DC's superhero
characters from the beginning
through the early 1980s,
changing the DC universe
forever.

Crisis On Infinite EarthsMarv Wolfman 2012-12-18
This is the story that changed
the DC Universe forever. A
mysterious being known as
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the Anti-Monitor has begun a
crusade across time to bring
about the end of all existence.
As alternate Earths are
systematically destroyed, the
Monitor quicklyassembles a
team of super-heroes from
across time and space to
battle his counterpart and
stop the destruction. DC's
greatest heroes, including
Superman, Batman, Wonder
Woman, Green Lantern, and
Aquaman, assemble to stop
the menace, but as theywatch
both the Flash and Supergirl
die in battle, they begin to
wonder if even all of the
heroes in the world can stop
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this destructive force. Collects
CRISIS ON INFINITE
EARTHS #1-12.

Crisis on Infinite EarthsMarv Wolfman 2020 "Crisis
on Infinite Earths" leaps from
The CW's "Arrowverse" to this
new collection starring fanfavorite character Felicity
Smoak in a brand-new,
Multiverse-spanning epic as
she tries to locate the keys to
the Anti-Monitor's plan! Plus,
Lex Luthor teams up with a
council of Luthors, but can
they all play nicely to save the
Multiverse?

Infinite Crisis Omnibus
(2020 Edition)-Geoff Johns
2020-06-16 Heroes will live,
heroes will die, and the DC
Universe will never be the
same again in this omnibus
collection of the 2005 event
that changed history! OMAC
robots are rampaging, magic
is dying, villains are uniting,
and a war is raging in space.
And in the middle of it all, a
critical moment has divided
Earth's three greatest heroes:
Superman, Batman, and
Wonder Woman. It's the DC
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Universe's darkest day, and
long-lost heroes from the past
have returned to make things
right in the universe... at any
cost. Heroes will live, heroes
will die, and the DCU will
never be the same again! This
omnibus collects Action
Comics #826, #829,
Adventures of Superman
#639, #642, Countdown to
Infinite Crisis, Day of
Vengeance #1-6, Day of
Vengeance Infinite Crisis
Special, JLA #115-119,
Infinite Crisis #1-6, Infinite
Crisis Secret Files 2006, The
OMAC Project #1-6, The
OMAC Project Infinite Crisis
Special, Rann-Thanagar War
#1-6, The Rann-Thanagar
Infinite Crisis Special,
Superman #216, #219,
Villains United #1-6, Villains
United Infinite Crisis Special
and Wonder Woman #219.

Flashpoint UnwrappedGeoff Johns 2018-02-27 Read
the landmark storyline that
launched the New 52 as
you’ve never seen it before,
stripped down to artist Andy
Kubert’s original pencils!
Written by industry legend
Geoff Johns, this volume
collects the full five-issue
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miniseries as well as behindthe-scenes sketches and
commentary in FLASHPOINT
UNWRAPPED! Everything
Barry Allen knows has
changed in a flash. He’s the
fastest man in the world, but
this is not his world. The
course of history has been
changed, and a new reality
has replaced his own. Villains
have become conquerors.
Heroes have become
villains—or nothing at all.
Humanity is on the brink of
all-out destruction. And the
Flash, powerless and
friendless, has been brought
to a standstill. To undo what’s
been done to reality, Barry
will need to recruit the
warped versions of the heroes
he knew to help him. But
whether they succeed or fail,
the world will never be the
same! Collects FLASHPOINT
#1-5.

Zero Hour: Crisis in TimeDan Jurgens 2015-07-07
Written and pencilled by Dan
Jurgens (CONVERGENCE,
THE NEW 52: FUTURES
END) and inked by Jerry
Ordway (THE DEATH OF
SUPERMAN), ZERO HOUR
chronicles the discovery by
crisis-on-infinite-earths-tp

DC's greatest heroes of a tidal
wave of temporal disruption,
as they band togheter to
combat chronal chaos. When
all of his family and friends
were killed by the attack of a
super-villain, the once heroic
Green Lantern went insane
and became the immensely
powerful Parallax. Hoping to
save his loved ones, the mad
Hal Jordan decided to
recreate the universe by
unraveling time. Now as
realities and time lines
converge, dinosaurs walk the
Earth again, deceased heroes
are resurrected, and half the
population has suddenly
vanished. With Parallax on the
verge of success, Superman,
Batman, Robin, Flash, Wonder
Woman, Aquaman, and the
rest of the world's heroes
must find a way to stop their
former comrade or cease to
be as all existence ends. This
volume collects stories from
SHOWCASE '94 #8-9 and
ZERO HOUR: CRISIS IN
TIME #4-0.

Final Crisis (DC Essential
Edition)-Grant Morrison
2019-04-09 What happens
when evil wins? ThatÕs the
question Superman,
Batman,from
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the Justice League and every
being in the DC Universe
must face when Darkseid and
his otherworldly legion of
fanatical followers defeat the
WorldÕs Greatest Heroes.
How will they rally back?
More importantly...can they?
Collects FINAL CRISIS #1-7,
DC UNIVERSE #0, FINAL
CRISIS: SUPERMAN BEYOND
#1-2 and BATMAN #682-683
as a DC Essential Edition!

Convergence: Infinite
Earths Book One-Len Wein
2015-11-03 A
CONVERGENCE tie-in
graphic novel, starring heroes
from CRISIS ON INFINITE
EARTHS-and RED SON!
Once, there were infinite
Earths. Then there came a
Crisis...a Zero Hour...a
Flashpoint. Worlds lived.
Worlds died. But some worlds
must now fight for their
future-in the Convergence!
The evil alien intelligence
known as Brainiac has stolen
50 doomed cities from
throughout time and space
and sealed them behind
impenetrable domes. Now,
after a year, the domes will
come down-and the heroes
and villains of 50 dead worlds
crisis-on-infinite-earths-tp
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must battle to be the last one
standing! In this volume:
ACTION COMICS: The
Superman and Power Girl of
Earth-2 must stand together
against the Wonder Woman of
a different Earth entirely: the
totalitarian world of Red Son!
DETECTIVE COMICS: Dick
Grayson and Helena WayneRobin and the Huntress-battle
for the Batman's legacy
against Red Son's Soviet
Superman...and each other!
JUSTICE SOCIETY OF
AMERICA: Earth-2's original
heroes regain their youth to
fight the antimatter universe's
Weaponers of Qward-but at
what cost? INFINITY INC.: To
save their world, Earth-2's
young heroes must defeat a
man who's already survived
the end of his own: the postapocalyptic Jonah Hex!
WORLD'S FINEST: As the
Seven Soldiers of Victory ride
to war against the Weaponers
of Qward, cartoonist Scribbly
Jibbet must tell their tale...or
die trying! The heroes and
villains of one of comics' most
beloved worlds-the pre-Crisis
Earth-2-take on characters
from the acclaimed
Elseworlds tale RED SON and
more in CONVERGENCE:
INFINITE EARTHS
BOOK 1!from
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Convergence-Jerry Ordway
2015-11 Starring the
characters from CRISIS ON
INFINITE EARTHS, this
CONVERGENCE tie-in title
features heroes and villains
from the 1970s and 1980s, as
they fight amongst one
another for alternate Earth
supremacy! Legendary
creators Len Wein, Jerry
Ordway, Paul Levitz and Paul
Levitz team with some of the
best artists in the industry to
tell the continued tales of
some of the greatest series of
all time, including INFINITY
INC, JUSTICE SOCIETY OF
AMERICA and WORLD'S
FINEST COMICS, as well as
stories from the worlds of
ACTION COMICS and
DETECTIVE COMICS.
Collects CONVERGENCE:
JUSTICE SOCIETY OF
AMERICA #1-2,
CONVERGENCE: INFINITY
INC. #1-2, CONVERGENCE:
DETECTIVE COMICS #1-2,
CONVERGENCE: WORLD'S
FINEST COMICS #1-2 and
CONVERGENCE: ACTION
COMICS #1-2.

Identity Crisis (New
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Edition)-Brad Meltzer
2016-02-09 Novelist Brad
Meltzer's #1 New York Times
best-selling miniseries that
rocked the DC Universe and
influenced new storylines for
years to come. When Sue
Dibny, wife of the Elongated
Man, is murdered in her own
home, the superhero
community is devastated.
They come together in
mourning, hold their loved
ones closer, and immediately
begin a worldwide search to
find her killer. But a handful
of heroes think they already
know who murdered Sue
Dibny. Years ago, to protect
Sue and others like her from
super-villains, Green Arrow,
Hawkman, Black Canary, the
Atom and Zatanna crossed a
line. Now, their long-buried
secret will break the
superhero community apart.
Collects IDENTITY CRISIS
#1-7

Crisis on Infinite Earths
Companion Deluxe Vol. 3Various 2019-10-15 Find out
how the devastating effects of
CRISIS ON INFINITE
EARTHS reverberated across
the DC Universe in these
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stories from Amethyst #13,
Blue Devil #17-18, Wonder
Woman #327-329, Swamp
Thing #46, Legion of SuperHeroes #16 and #18,
Superman #413-415, DC
Comics Presents #87, 88, 94
and 95, Justice League of
America Annual #3 and The
Omega Men #31, plus a story
from THE OMEGA MEN #33.
Includes many never-beforereprinted stories and new
essays by CRISIS associateeditor Robert Greenberger!

Crisis on Multiple EarthsGeorge Conway 2010
Presents the tales of the
Justice League througout
multiple worlds.

Infinite Crisis CompanionDan Didio 2006 Presents a
collection of comics featuring
the three major heroes,
Superman, Batman, and
Wonder Woman.

Final Crisis-Grant Morrison
2009 What happens when evil
wins? That's the question
Superman, Batman and The
Justice League of America
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must face when Darkseid and
his legion of narcissistic
followers actually win the war
between light and dark.
Featuring the deaths and
resurrections of major DC
characters, Final Crisis is a
challenging, thoughtprovoking take on our modern
four-colour icons.

Crisis on Infinite Earths
Companion Deluxe Vol. 1Marv Wolfman 2018-11-13 All
the tie-in stories to Marv
Wolfman and George Perez's
CRISIS ON INFINITE
EARTHS are finally collected
in this massive deluxe
compendium, CRISIS ON
INFINITE EARTHS
COMPANION DELUXE
EDITION VOL. 1! In 1985, DC
Comics dramatically altered
comics' original universe with
CRISIS ON INFINITE
EARTHS, a 12-issue series
that rocked the comics
community. This landmark
graphic novel is one of the
most nuanced, sweeping
sagas ever told. Now, all the
tie-in stories are finally
collected in this massive
deluxe compendium CRISIS
ON INFINITE EARTHS
COMPANION DELUXE
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EDITION VOL. 1! This
hardcover edition features all
the action that spilled over
into numerous comic books
from Marv Wolfman and
George Perez's unbelievable
graphic novel, including tales
with the Justice League,
Wonder Woman, Green
Lantern and the New Teen
Titans, as well as cult classic
characters like the Omega
Men and Firestorm! CRISIS
ON INFINITE EARTHS
COMPANION DELUXE
EDITION VOL. 1 is a musthave for all collectors and
fans of the original CRISIS
ON INFINITE EARTHS series,
as well as any completists
who have yet to see many of
these stories recollected in
print! This graphic novel
includes JUSTICE LEAGUE
OF AMERICA #244, JUSTICE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA
ANNUAL #3, GREEN
LANTERN #194, WONDER
WOMAN #327-328, LOSERS
SPECIAL #1, INFINITY INC.
318-20, DC COMICS
PRESENTS #87-88, OMEGA
MEN #31, BLUE DEVIL
#17-18, NEW TEEN TITANS
#13-14, ALL-STAR
SQUADRON #50-51 and
FURY OF FIRESTORM #87.
crisis-on-infinite-earths-tp
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Crisis on Infinite Earths
Companion Deluxe Vol. 2Marv Wolfman 2019-05-14
Worlds will live and worlds
will die. See how the game
changing-event Crisis on
Infinite Earths affected your
favorite characters and series
in Crisis on Infinite Earths
Companion Deluxe Vol. 2! Ê
Crisis on Infinite Earths was
an event too large to be
contained within one series.
Written and illustrated by a
who's who of famous and
prolific authors and artists,
Crisis on Infinite Earths
Companion Deluxe Vol. 2
shows you the devastating
effects of the Crisis as it
reverberated throughout the
DCU. Ê Crisis on Infinite
Earths Companion Deluxe Vol.
2 is a must-have for all
collectors and fans of the
original Crisis on Infinite
Earths series, and for those
who have yet to see many of
these stories recollected in
print! Collects Detective
Comics #558, DC Comics
Presents #86, Swamp Thing
#44, Losers Special #1,
Legends of the DCU: Crisis on
Infinite Earths #1, Infinity
Inc. #18-25, Justice League of
America #244-245,
Infinity from
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Inc. Annual #1 and New Teen
Titans #13-14.

History of the DC UniverseMarv Wolfman 1986 A perfect
companion to CRISIS ON
INFINITE EARTHS, this is a
definitive history of the DC
Universe based on the
consequences of that epic
tale. Narrated by Harbinger, a
central figure in the Crisis
storyline, the reader is
brought through the new
history of the world and its
heroes. Featuring virtually
every character in the DC
Universe, including Batman,
Superman, Wonder Woman,
Aquaman, Green Lantern, and
the Flash, this tale takes us
from the dawn of creation to
the end of recorded history
and lays the foundation for
adventures to come.
Featuring spectacular artwork
by George Pérez, illustrator of
FINAL CRISIS: LEGION OF
THREE WORLDS, this trip
through the DC Universe is
not to be missed.

Crisis on Multiple EarthsMike Friedrich 2004 Presents
the tales of the Justice League
througout multiple worlds.
crisis-on-infinite-earths-tp
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Convergence: Crisis Book
One-Marv Wolfman
2015-10-20 STARRING
HEROES FROM CRISIS ON
INFINITE EARTHS! Once,
there were infinite Earths.
Then there came a Crisis...a
Zero Hour...a Flashpoint.
Worlds lived. Worlds died. But
some worlds must now fight
for their future-in the
Convergence! The evil alien
intelligence known as
Brainiac has stolen 50
doomed cities from places
throughout time and space
and sealed them behind
impenetrable domes. Now,
after a year, the domes will
come down-and the heroes
and villains of 50 dead worlds
must battle to be the last one
standing! In this volume:
BATMAN AND THE
OUTSIDERS: The Dark Knight
and his army of allies face the
rage of the One Man Army
Corps (OMAC)! THE
ADVENTURES OF
SUPERMAN: The Man of
Steel and his mighty cousin
Supergirl combat the
criminals of the Phantom
Zone and the sentient apes
from the world of Kamandi,
the Last Boy on Earth!
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SUPERBOY AND THE
LEGION OF SUPER-HEROES:
Stranded in the future, young
Kal-El and his high-flying
friends must save Metropolis
from the invasion of the
Atomic Knights! GREEN
LANTERN CORPS: Hal
Jordan, John Stewart and Guy
Gardner must overcome their
differences to defeat the mad
gods of the Great Disaster!
HAWKMAN: Katar Hol and
Hawkwoman soar into battle
against some of Kamandi's
deadliest foes!

The Flash #1-18 and The
Flash Annual #1.

The Flash: Savage VelocityMike Baron 2020-09-01 Wally
West’s earliest adventures as
the Flash are collected for the
first time! During the Crisis
on Infinite Earths, Barry Allen
made the ultimate sacrifice,
and gave his life to save
millions. With his mentor
gone, Wally West takes on the
role of the Fastest Man Alivebut he doesn’t exactly ease
into things, as he soon finds
himself in confrontation with
Vandal Savage! Plus, meet
new characters including
sentient computer virus
Kilg%re, matter-transporting
Chunk, and S.T.A.R. Labs
scientist Tina McGee! Collects

Dc Versus Marvel-Ron Marz
2010-04 Presenting the longcontested face-off between
the powerhouses of comics,
we find heroes and villains
crossing over from each
dimension into the other and
celestial beings begin a
strange and deadly cosmic
chess game to determine
which universe is more
powerful.
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Superman: Man Of Steel
Vol. 2-John Byrne 2017-04-04
A chronological reprinting of
a new era for Superman
begins! SUPERMAN #1-3,
ACTION COMICS #585-587
and ADVENTURES OF
SUPERMAN #424-426 are
collected, reintroducing
readers to the likes of Lex
Luthor, Metallo, Darkseid,
and more!

Wonder Woman by George
Perez-George Perez
2020-02-18 Once upon a time,
the world's greatest heroine
was reimagined by a comic
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book legend. More than 40
years after debuting in All
Star Comics #8, Wonder
Woman was reshaped by
legendary comics creator
George Pérez and returned to
the public eye in 1986. This
updated Amazonian Princess
met with such acclaim that
Pérez's original six-month
commitment to the title was
extended--and extended--until
nearly five years had passed.
Working with scripter Mindy
Newell and artist Chris
Marrinan, plus a host of
talented inkers (including
Steve Montano and Romeo
Tanghal), Pérez brought
Wonder Woman to a new
generation of readers--and to
unprecedented levels of
success. Now these treasured
stories are available in an allnew trade paperback edition.
Collecting Wonder Woman
#36-45 and Wonder Woman
Annual #2, this fourth volume
in the series features some of
the most exciting moments of
DC's modern age!

Wonder Woman By George
Perez Vol. 1-Len Wein
2016-08-23 Once upon a time,
the world’s greatest heroine
was reimagined by a comic
crisis-on-infinite-earths-tp
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book legend. More than forty
years after debuting in ALL
STAR COMICS #8, the
Wonder Woman was reshaped
by the legendary George
Pérez and returned to the
public eye in 1986. She was
met with such acclaim that
Pérez’s original commitment
of six months was extended,
and extended, until almost
five years had passed. In
collaboration with co-writer
Len Wein and inker Bruce
Patterson, Pérez spearheaded
Wonder Woman’s adventures
for years, leading her to an
unprecedented level of
success. Now these
groundbreaking tales are
available in the first of a
series of trade paperbacks,
collecting WONDER WOMAN
#1-14 with bonus material
including a Who’s Who of
Wonder Woman’s world and
an art gallery.

Superman: The Man of
Steel Vol. 1-Dick Giordano
1991-09-01 In 1986, John
Byrne was recruited from
Marvel Comics to reinvent
Superman for a brand-new
audience. Along with inker
Dick Giordano, Byrne
reimagined the look
of
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Superman, Lois Lane, Krypton
and Lex Luthor. The
relationships between
Superman and Lois,
Superman and Batman, and
Superman and Luthor were
reexamined and tweaked for
modern readers. Old villains
such as Bizarro returned and
new ones, such as Magpie,
were introduced. It was the
dawn of a new age for the
Man of Steel that endures
today. See how it all began in
this collection of the first six
stories. Includes a foreword
by Ray Bradbury. This volume
collects MAN OF STEEL #1-6.

Flashpoint-Geoff Johns
2012-03-13 Not a dream, not
an imaginary story, not an
elseworld. This is Flash Fact:
When Barry Allen wakes at
his desk, he discovers the
world has changed. Family is
alive, loved ones are strangers
and close friends are
different, gone or worse. It's a
world on the brink of a
cataclysmic war--but where
are Earth's Greatest Heroes
to stop it? It's a place where
America's last hope is Cyborg,
who intends to gather the
forces of the Outsider, the
Secret 7, Shazam, Citizen
crisis-on-infinite-earths-tp
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Cold and other new and
familiar—yet altered--faces!
It's a world that could be
running out of time, if the
Flash can't find the villain
who altered the timeline!
Collects FLASHPOINT #1-5.

Raven-Marv Wolfman
2017-05-16 Raven needs a
break from her TEEN TITANS
team. She decides to move to
San Francisco to stay with her
estranged aunt and face her
most perilous challenge yet:
high school! As Raven
discovers more about her
human side, one of her
classmates goes missing
under mysterious
circumstances, and she must
face an evil like none she's
known before! In a tale set
between TEEN TITANS #24
and TEEN TITANS: REBIRTH
#1, get to know Raven like
you've never seen her before:
attempting to be a normal
teenager.

Convergence: Flashpoint
Book Two-Fabian Nicieza
2015-10-27 STARRING
HEROES FROM THE PREFLASHPOINT DC UNIVERSE!
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Once, there were infinite
Earths. Then there came a
Crisis... a Zero Hour... a
Flashpoint. Worlds lived.
Worlds died. But some worlds
must now fight for their
future-in the Convergence!
The evil alien intelligence
known as Brainiac has stolen
50 doomed cities from
throughout time and space
and sealed them behind
impenetrable domes. Now,
after a year, the domes will
come down-and the heroes
and villains of 50 dead worlds
must battle to be the last one
standing! In this volume: THE
ATOM: It's Atomic fusion as
Ray Palmer joins forces with
Ryan Choi against the man
who killed him-Deathstroke
the Terminator! SPEED
FORCE: Wally West leads the
Flash Family in a race to
protect their city against the
onslaught of Flashpoint's
warmongering Wonder
Woman! THE TITANS: With
their team in tatters, Starfire,
Donna Troy and Arsenal are
the last line of defense against
the world-conquering
Extremists! BATMAN AND
ROBIN: It's up to a
dysfunctional Bat-family-the
Dark Knight Detective, his son
Damian and his prodigal
crisis-on-infinite-earths-tp
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protg Jason Todd-to stop an
Extremist invasion of Gotham
City! HARLEY QUINN: When
the going gets tough, the
tough get crazy-which is why
Harley Quinn is teaming with
Poison Ivy and Catwoman
against Captain Carrot and
his Amazing Zoo Crew! The
legends of the pre-Flashpoint
DC Universe make a last
stand against threats from
worlds both brutal and bizarre
in CONVERGENCE:
FLASHPOINT BOOK TWO!

The Life Story of The Flash
by Iris Allen-Mark Waid
1998-08-01 Follows the Flash
from his humble childhood to
his noble death, detailing his
transformation from medical
police scientist to dynamic
superhero

Convergence: Crisis Book
Two-Len Wein 2015-10-20
STARRING HEROES FROM
CRISIS ON INFINITE
EARTHS! Once, there were
infinite Earths. Then there
came a Crisis...a Zero Hour...a
Flashpoint. Worlds lived.
Worlds died. But some worlds
must now fight for their
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future-in the Convergence!
The evil alien intelligence
known as Brainiac has stolen
50 doomed cities from places
throughout time and space
and sealed them behind
impenetrable domes. Now,
after a year, the domes will
come down-and the heroes
and villains of 50 dead worlds
must battle to be the last one
standing! In this volume:
WONDER WOMAN: Diana
Prince must defend Gotham
City against vampire versions
of Batman's archenemies
Poison Ivy, Catwoman and the
Joker from the world of Red
Rain! SWAMP THING: Sealed
away from the power of the
Green for a year, Alec Holland
must regain his strength and
defeat the Darkest Knight of
all, vampire Batman! THE
FLASH: Barry Allen, the key
to the Crisis itself, must race
to defeat the godlike tyrant of
the Tangent UniverseSuperman! NEW TEEN
TITANS: The greatest Titans
team in the history of the
Multiverse squares off against
the Tangent Universe's deadly
Doom Patrol! JUSTICE
LEAGUE OF AMERICA: It's
up to the Elongated Man to
lead the second-string heroes
of the Detroit Justice League
crisis-on-infinite-earths-tp
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and repel the invasion of the
Tangent Universe's Secret
Six! The most iconic heroes of
the CRISIS era fight the
twisted heroes of two of the
most popular Elseworlds
universes in CONVERGENCE:
CRISIS BOOK TWO!

New Teen Titans Vol. 11Marv Wolfman 2020-05-26
Writer Marv Wolfman (CRISIS
ON INFINITE EARTHS) and
artist George Pérez (FINAL
CRISIS: LEGION OF THREE
WORLDS, Avengers) present
a group of young heroes-Robin, Kid Flash, Wonder Girl,
Cyborg, Changeling, Raven
and Starfire--in these tales
from the 1980s. As this new
collection of stories from the
late 1980s begins, the Titans
battle the Omega Men in the
depths of space! Then, while
the evil Blackfire takes over
as ruler of the planet
Tamaran, the team returns to
Earth to take on new
missions. Together, Cyborg
and Changeling try to track
down Changeling's father,
Mento, while Wonder Girl
leads a new team of heroes
into Switzerland to stop
Cheshire from disrupting a
summit talk between
the U.S.
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and Russia, and Nightwing
sneaks into Brother Blood's
headquarters to free Raven.
Collects New Teen Titans
#16-23, Tales of the Teen
Titans #75-83 and The Omega
Men #34.

Kingdom Come (New
Edition)-Mark Waid
2008-09-30 The unforgettable,
best-selling miniseries by
acclaimed writer Mark Waid
and superstar painter Alex
Ross returns, with a
sketchbook section,
annotations on the series,
rare art and more! Set just
after the dawn of the 21st
Century in a world spinning
inexorably out of control
comes this grim tale of youth
versus experience, tradition
versus change and what
defines a hero. KINGDOM
COME is a riveting story
pitting the old guardSuperman, Batman, Wonder
Woman and their peers
against a new
uncompromising generation
and ultimately in the final war
against each other to
determine nothing less than
the future of the planet.
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Avengers-Kurt Busiek
2004-10-01 Superman,
Batman, and the other
members of the JLA join
forces with Captain America,
Iron Man, and the many other
Avengers to fight a threat so
immense it threatens two
entire dimensions. Features
introductions by Stan Lee and
Julie Schwartz as well as a
cover gallery by George Pérez
and Tom Smith.

Wonder Woman by Greg
Rucka Vol. 3-Greg Rucka
2019-08-13 As the Infinite
Crisis rages around it,
Paradise Island comes under
attack by OMACs! But even
with Wonder Woman’s help,
the Amazons must make a
fateful decision-one that will
change Diana’s life, and
mission, forever. All the while,
Black Lantern Maxwell Lord
has risen, and he seeks
revenge and retribution for
his murder at the hands of
Diana. Look for unexpected
changes to await Wonder
Woman in the course of this
series as she plays a major
role in the War of Light
against the Black Lanterns.
Collects WONDER WOMAN
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#218-226 plus BLACKEST
NIGHT: WONDER WOMAN
#1-3.

DC-Darwyn Cooke 2006 The
dawning of the Silver Age DC
Universe is told from the
perspective of those who
survived the anti-hero
sentiment of the Cold War,
including Superman, Wonder
Woman and Batman, as well
as eager newcomers like
Green Lantern and The Flash,
poised to become the
nextgeneration of
crimefighters. This oversized
hardcover includes the entire
series plus annotations, new
story pages, and rare
promotional art.

Just Imagine Stan Lee
Creating the DC Universe
Book Two-Stan Lee
2021-01-05 A new collection
of the 2001 event in which
Stan Lee reinvented DC's
greatest heroes. Back in print
following the comic book
legend's passing in 2018. Stan
Lee, the writer who cocreated Marvel's greatest
superheroes, reimagines DC's
greatest heroes with some of
crisis-on-infinite-earths-tp
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comics' greatest artists.
Collects Just Imagine Stan
Lee with John Byrne Creating
Robin #1, Just Imagine Stan
Lee with Gary Frank Creating
Shazam! #1, Just Imagine
Stan Lee with Scott McDaniel
Creating Aquaman #1, Just
Imagine Stan Lee with Chris
Bachalo Creating Catwoman
#1, Just Imagine Stan Lee
with Walter Simonson
Creating the Sandman #1,
and Just Imagine Stan Lee
with John Cassaday Creating
Crisis #1.

Hourman (1999-) #1-Tom
Peyer 2019-05-02 “THROUGH
THE HOURGLASS.”
Hourman, frustrated by his
ignorance, pairs up with
Snapper Carr to learn how to
be both human and a
superhero.

The Final Night-Karl Kesel
2021-03-09 Darkness
envelops the DC Universe, as
the aptly named alien known
as the Sun-Eater plunges the
Earth into permanent nightand along with it, freezing
temperatures and ecological
disaster. Can DC’s greatest
heroes and scientists
save the
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day? And what does this mean
for Superman, whose powers
are derived from Earth’s sun?
With hope all but lost, can Hal
Jordan save a planet he
previously turned his back on?
And if so, at what cost?
Collects The Final Night #1-4,
Parallax: Emerald Night #1,
Green Lantern #81, and The
Final Night Preview #1.

The New Teen Titans-Marv
Wolfman 2015 Edition
statement found within text
on page 4 of cover.
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Crisis on Infinite Earths
(1985-) #3-Marv Wolfman
The pressures of an unknown
enemy begin tearing apart
whole worlds throughout the
Multiverse! It looks like the
Monitor's team of heroes is
useless against the worldshattering onslaught as
oblivion swallows some
realities and worlds whole!
But whocould be behind such
cosmic devastation?
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